EXTENDED MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
The immersive joy of driving a Maserati is best enjoyed without interruption - regardless of how far you travel.

If you have already enjoyed the Maintenance, we have created an extension of the program so that you can keep enjoying your car’s exceptional performance mile after mile.
THE ESSENTIALS

All models are included (except for BEV versions).

The program includes two maintenance services and covers all the inspections and component or consumable replacements detailed in your car’s Maintenance Schedule - which you can find in your Owner’s Manual.

It can be transferred by the first owner, so all benefits are passed on if there is a change of vehicle ownership.

Work is always carried out by highly qualified and technically advanced Maserati personnel, using Maserati Genuine Parts.

The fixed pricing structures in our programs mean that you always know what you will be paying for spare parts, consumables and labour.

For more details and additional information about coverage and restrictions that may apply to specific markets, please refer to your trusted Maserati Dealership.